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Summary:

The novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by

severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-

2), has evolved rapidly as a global pandemic stretching the

healthcare systems worldwide to their limits. This pandemic

has resulted in significant changes to surgical practice across

the world. Surgeons need to react immediately to this

unexpected clinical challenge in a customized and dynamic

approach to the selection, screening, planning, and conduct

of surgery for their patients.

This current literature will review various international

society guidelines to provide a set of recommendations to

safely accommodate the exponentially rising cases of SARS-

CoV-2 infected patients without compromising the care of

emergency surgery and oncological patients or jeopardizing

the well-being of hospital staff.

The recommendations include guidance for selection and

screening of patients during different phases of COVID-19

spread throughout the country. Personal protective equipment

requirements for safety measures are also reviewed for each

phase as minimum requirements. We also provide

recommendations on the patient prioritization for surgery,

selection of surgical techniques to reduce transmission and

exposure risk, operating room set up and conduct of general

surgery.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, every surgical unit needs

to follow clear guidelines to ensure both patient and staff

safety. These current guidelines may assist to provide

guidance to units in developing their own protocols.
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Background:

In December 2019, pneumonia of unknown causes was

described in the Wuhan, China.1 Detailed virological

and genomic analyses of infected patients’ swab

samples subsequently traced these cases to a novel

type of corona virus termed SARS-CoV-2, which is

responsible for the clinical condition and now the global

pandemic referred to as “COVID-19”. Due to the rapid

global spread of SARS-CoV-2, healthcare systems and

their workers worldwide face tremendous challenges,

and surgery as a major discipline is by no means an

exception. 1,2

Preparations for the developing crisis have initially

centred on the provision of intensive care capacities to

ventilate seriously ill patients and the maintenance of

an adequate supply of protective equipment for medical

personnel. As a result, hospital authorities have

demanded postponement or even thorough cancellation

of all elective operations.3 So far, these measures have

failed to take into account SARS-CoV-2 positive patients

whose main symptoms of disease are not specific to

COVID-19 (e.g. respiratory symptoms, fever) but with

surgical disease (e.g. acute surgical emergencies,

malignancies). These patients must therefore be treated

primarily surgically.4

Surgery during the period of COVID-19 pandemic faces

the challenges in everyday clinical practice like

prioritization of surgical interventions, establishment

of SARS-CoV-2 and non-SARS-CoV-2 emergency rooms,

establishment of a SARS-CoV-2 surgical non-intensive

care ward, establishment of a surgical SARS-CoV-2

operating area and necessary precautions when using

certain surgical techniques.5

Healthcare workers are on the front lines of caring for

patients with COVID-19 and have very high risk of

exposure to the virus. Shortages of protective equipment

and knowledge regarding COVID-19 are causing



infections in healthcare workers. This strongly suggests

that adequate knowledge about disease transmission

and use of protective gear and infection control

protocols are essential to prevent spread of infection

among healthcare workers. Although surgeons are not

frontline health workers, there is evidence that several

series of infections emerged from operating theaters in

China.1

The purpose of this article is to provide

recommendations for the optimum management of

surgical patients during this pandemic. It will also

provide guidelines to surgeons and other healthcare

workers involved in perioperative care to improve staff

and patient safety during this catastrophe. These

recommendations are derived from some of the hospitals’

practices and various national guidelines for health

professionals.

Outpatient management

Most hospitals need to cancel or reduce nonurgent

outpatient visits as part of their COVID-19 containment

strategy. Surgeons should prioritize urgent or

emergency visits and procedures. Elective and

nonurgent admissions need to be rescheduled.6 Patients

who will face life threatening consequences due to

delayed treatment should be prioritized for outpatient

visit, telephone or virtual consultation by a member of

the surgical team. It is also advisable to set up a separate

triage area or fever clinic to screen for respiratory

symptoms in any surgical patient.7

Patient with respiratory symptoms and flu-like symptoms

need to visit the fever clinic in advance. Suspected or

confirmed cases of COVID-19 should be assigned

private rooms and should be provided surgical face

masks without exhalation valve.8 Safe distancing in

between patients, patient and hospital staffs and

between hospital staffs is essential within clinics and

hospitals. Doctors and patients should stay at least 6 ft

apart except during examinations; it may be necessary

to waive all but the most essential elements of the

physical exam to minimize risk of transmission.7

In addition to collecting routine disease-related

information, staff should take a detailed epidemiologic

history including the recent travel history of patient

and their family members and contact history with

people from endemic regions. The staff should also

screen for common symptoms of COVID-19 like fever,

cough, dyspnea and diarrhoea. According to the

Chinese national guidelines, it is recommended to do

blood test for COVID-19 and chest CT scan as routine

examinations for patients requiring admission.9 Even in

other countries, it is desirable to advise RT-PCR for

COVID-19 among all patients being admitted to hospital

for surgery.

Establishment of SARS-CoV-2 and non-SARS-CoV-2

emergency rooms

To avoid the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 between

patients, from patients to healthcare workers and

physicians, and to conserve personal protective

equipment (PPE), emergency rooms (ER) should be

divided into infectious (SARS-CoV-2 suspected and

confirmed patients; COVID area) and noninfectious

parts (non-COVID area). Checkpoints at the entrance of

the ER are set up to assess patients for symptoms of

COVID-19, provide them with surgical masks before

entering the hospital and guide them to COVID or non-

COVID areas. The assessment of patients regarding

SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 includes a short questionnaire

about typical symptoms for COVID-19, potential contact

to SARS-CoV-2 positive tested persons, residence in

an area with evidenced outbreak of COVID-19 and

wireless body temperature monitoring. Every patient in

the COVID area must be swabbed for SARS-CoV-2 PCR

testing. Depending on the test result and further medical/

surgical treatment, the patient will then be transferred

to an operation room, intensive care unit or hospital

ward, which are also separated into SARS-CoV2 or non-

SARS-CoV-2 areas. If it is medically indicated, patients

can be also discharged from the hospital in accordance

with local restrictions.10

Hierarchical prevention and control of inpatients

Surgical patients need to be classified into three risk

categories for COVID-19: confirmed and suspected

patients, high-risk patients, and low-risk patients. They

are defined as follows:

1. Confirmed and suspected patients: COVID-19 was

confirmed by real-time reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR

test of throat swab or serological (IgM and IgG) test

results was positive. The definition of suspected cases

falls into two categories. The first category will have

contact history and meet any two of the clinical

manifestations (fever and respiratory symptoms) with

the typical findings of COVID-19 in the chest CT scan
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or the typical blood count for COVID-19 (the total number

of white blood cells in the early stage of the disease is

normal or decreased, and the lymphocyte count is

reduced). The second category is without a clear contact

history and shows three of the clinical manifestations

(fever and/or respiratory symptoms, typical findings in

the chest CT, the typical blood count for COVID-19).

2. High-risk patients: Patients who had traveled to high-

risk areas or contacted with confirmed or suspected

COVID-19 patients who have developed fever or

symptoms of acute respiratory illness within 14 days.

3. Low-risk patients: Patients with no history of close

contact with confirmed and suspected COVID-19

patients and with no fever or respiratory symptoms and

without CT manifestations of COVID-19 within 14 days.11

The risk level of all surgical patients should be evaluated

before or immediately after admission to hospital and

the treating team should evaluate the patient’s risk level

daily. High-risk, confirmed, and suspected patients must

be kept in a single isolation room, and all the necessary

disinfection and isolation measures should be

implemented. Emergency isolation wards also need to

be set up in all hospitals to treat newly admitted high-

risk, confirmed, and suspected patients.11,12 Elective

surgeries for confirmed and suspected patients should

be rescheduled, as they have a higher risk of severe

events following surgery and should be assessed daily

for progression of the disease. For high-risk patients,

surgeons should consider both medical and logistical

needs but in low-risk patients, elective surgeries should

not be abandoned unless there are constrained health

resources. For cancer patients who have to delay surgery,

alternative treatment approaches can be considered,

such as neoadjuvant chemotherapy or additional

chemotherapy.13

Protocols for emergency surgery

During this endemic of COVID-19, need for emergency

surgery should be considered as a priority for

admission.14 Surgeons should schedule surgery based

on the severity of threat to the patient’s life and health.

After admission, different management protocols will

be applied based on the COVID-19 risk level of patients.

Confirmed and suspected patients requiring emergency

surgery will be admitted in the isolation ward. Suspected

patients need to complete COVID-19 blood test and

chest CT scan before admission; pharyngeal swab RT-

PCR sampling should be completed before surgery. For

these patients surgeons need to report to the operating

theater before surgery, then the patient is transferred to

a negative pressure operating theater via a designated

path and after the operation, the patient is transferred

to the isolation area again. High-risk patients are

returned to the original isolation ward and low-risk

patients are transferred to the original ward according

to the original transfer route after operation. All surgery

should be performed in a quick and efficient manner.15

Surgeons should also be prepared to encounter COVID-

19 in three key areas and should respond accordingly.

First, patients admitted for treatment of COVID-19 may

develop additional problems that require surgical

intervention; non-operative treatment options should

be considered carefully for these patients, as the

resources are limited and survival after major surgery is

unlikely. Second, patients admitted with acute surgical

pathologies, may have concurrent COVID-19 infection;

need for emergency surgery in these patients should be

considered as a priority. Third, after surgery patients

may develop respiratory symptoms or fever, indicating

nosocomial COVID-19 infection; these patients should

be isolated early and individuals at risk of exposure are

tested rapidly.16

Protocols for elective surgery

American College of Surgeons (ACS) advised to

postpone no urgent elective surgeries during the

beginning of the pandemic of COVID-19. They have

classified surgeries into various tiers according to the

urgency. Up to Tier 2b (most elective surgeries:

asymptomatic surgical patients, patients with mild

symptoms, low risk cancer patients), they are advising

to postpone the surgery. For Tier 3a and 3b (most cancer

surgeries and highly symptomatic surgical patients),

ACS is not advising postponement at this moment but

it may change.17

According to guidelines from the Indian Council of

Medical Research, all high-risk patients undergoing

elective surgery should undergo PCR test for COVID-

19 before surgery. If the patient’s RT PCR test is twice

negative, surgeons can proceed with regular surgical

protocols. If the patient’s RT PCR test is positive, then

the patient needs to be transferred to the isolation ward

to complete the preoperative preparation and elective

surgery should be deferred until the patient recovers.18
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Cancer care

Surgical cancer care poses unique dilemmas, because

delayed diagnosis and definitive treatment could worsen

oncological outcomes and will cause distress for patients

and their families. The duration of pandemic-related

disruption is unpredictable so, although postponing

cancer care increases immediate hospital capacity,

treatment delays may be prolonged.12 From the

recommendations of the Society of Surgical Oncology,

decisions must be made on an individual case basis

considering the biology of each cancer, alternative

treatment options, and waiting time for rescheduled

surgery.19 Radiological and endoscopic investigations

for patients triaged by telephone with prioritized high-

risk symptoms should continue for as long as possible,

and elective cancer surgery should be offered to as

many patients as possible. Patients at high risk of

COVID-19 complications, such as the frail and elderly,

can be offered neoadjuvant treatments while definitive

surgical management is delayed.15

Management during surgery (suspected emergency

and test positive elective cases)

During any surgical intervention or any invasive

procedures irrespective of aerosol generating or not, all

the theatre staffs have the highest possibility of being

infected.13 So certain recommendations are made for

the safety of the theatre staffs: 1. The operating area

should have anterooms with a negative pressure system,

2. Materials or objects not essential for the operation

(e.g. pens, telephones, keys) should remain outside the

operating area and the materials required for the

operation should all be disinfected and immediately

disposed of after use, 3. Have minimum number of

personnel in the operating room, no visitors or observers

allowed in the OR, 4. Entering and leaving the operating

room should be kept to an absolute minimum, 5. The

patient should not be moved to a post-anaesthesia

recovery room rather than transferred directly to the

SARSCoV- 2 surgical ward or intensive care unit, 6.

Surgeons and personnel not needed for intubation

should remain outside the operating room until

anesthesia induction and intubation are completed, 7.

All surgery should be performed in a quick and efficient

manner, 8. Dual consultant operating and reduction in

training procedures should be considered to decrease

operating times if operating resources are severely

limited.20

Though it remains unclear if the virus is able to spread

in the peritoneal cavity or other bodily fluids, all objects

that come in contact with patients including blood,

secretions, and excreta liberated during surgery should

be considered as potentially contaminated.19 In

particular, medical staff in operating theater should avoid

exposure to aerosols generated during the use of

electrosurgical equipment. Though it is not proven that

coronavirus can be transmitted via surgical smoke, it

may be wise to take precaution until we have strong

evidence it does not.20 To reduce the hazards, surgical

smoke should be minimized by suction device, and

electrosurgical equipment should be used at the lowest

effective power. It is also advised that in suspected

cases, laparoscopy should be avoided as high-pressure

trocar leaks from pneumoperitoneum may enhance the

risk of exposure to aerosol to operating theater staff.

Surgeons and nurses should also be careful to avoid

injuries like stab wounds and needle stick injuries.21

All the operations of suspected and test positive cases

should be performed in the negative pressure operation

theatre to minimize the risk of exposure to aerosol to

theater staff.19 After completion of surgery laminar air

flow of the operating room should be stopped.

Peroxyacetic acid air is used for fumigation of the theatre.

The operating theater should be cleaned and

disinfected, high-efficiency filter should be changed.

Cleansing of all hard surfaces in the operating theater

should be done using detergent and water followed by

use of 1000 ppm bleach solution. The disinfection time

should be at least 30 min and the operating theater

should be closed for at least 2 h. The next operation

should be performed after laminar flow and ventilation

being turned on.22

Postoperative management

For suspected or confirmed patients, adequate oxygen

therapy and nebulization should be ensured in the

postoperative ward as well as surgeons should pay

attention to nutritional supplement and organ support

treatment for all postoperative patients.23 As these

patients have a greater risk of complications such as

deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and secondary pulmonary

infections, early prophylactic measures should be taken.

For high-risk patients who develop cough with fever

after surgery, a chest CT scan and RT-PCR for COVID-

19 test should be advised.22
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For confirmed COVID-19 patients, once the temperature

returns to normal for more than 3 days, the respiratory

symptoms are significantly relieved, and the

inflammation is clearly absorbed, the isolation can be

released when the RT PCR test is negative on two

consecutive occasions at least 24 h interval.23 These

patients then may be transferred to the general ward for

treatment or discharge.

Safety Measures for Healthcare Workers

From the experiences of some hospitals in Wuhan,

surgeons are at high risk of infection. Healthcare workers

must take preventive measures for personal safety in

strict accordance with the epidemic assessment level.13

Due to the limited supply of personal protective

equipment (PPE) in many centers, their use should be

determined by the risk level of each patient. In times of

extreme shortages, alternatives to PPEs should be

considered.

(1) When entering the ward of low-risk or high-risk

patients for daily activities and rounds, primary

protection should be needed: disposable surgical cap,

surgical mask, work uniform, disposable latex gloves

or/and disposable isolation clothing.

(2) When carrying out routine activities and rounds

with confirmed and suspected patient wards, secondary

protection should be needed: disposable surgical cap,

N95 mask, work uniform, disposable latex gloves,

disposable medical protective uniform and goggles.

(3) For special procedures such as collecting airway

samples, tracheal intubation, airway care, and sputum

suction and in the aerosol generating environment,

tertiary protection equipments should be used:

disposable surgical cap, N95 mask, work uniform,

disposable latex gloves, disposable medical protective

uniform, full-face respiratory protective devices or

powered air-purifying respirator.24

Healthcare workers shall strictly follow the procedures

for donning and doffing of personal protective gear,

and it is forbidden to wear PPEs when one leaves the

contaminated areas. Appropriate disposal of PPE should

be ensured. Sanitation and disinfection of the hospital

environment need to be implemented according to the

regionalized zoning management system and patient

epidemic classification.22

Conclusion

The dynamic prioritization of SARS-CoV-2 infected and

surgical patient groups is the key to preserving life while

maintaining high surgical standards. With the increasing

number of COVID-19 cases worldwide, there is an ongoing

need for infection prevention and control. Strictly

segregating patient groups in emergency rooms, non-

intensive care wards and operating areas prevents viral

spread while adequately training and carefully selecting

hospital staff allow them to confidently and successfully

undertake their respective clinical duties. These principles

are essential for both patient care and staff safety. The

general principles outlined in this report will need to be

considered in light of the local context, available resources,

and the current activity of COVID-19.
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